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What if “regular” CS faculty each taught elements of inclusive design in “regular” CS courses across an undergraduate curriculum? Would it affect the CS program’s climate and inclusiveness to diverse students? Would it improve retention? Would students learn less CS? Would they actually learn any inclusive design? To answer these questions, we conducted a year-long Action Research investigation, in which 13 CS faculty integrated elements of inclusive design into 44 CS/IT offerings across a 4-year curriculum. The 613 affected students’ educational work products, grades, and/or climate questionnaire responses revealed significant improvements in students’ course outcomes (higher course grades and fewer course fails/incompletes/withdrawals), especially for marginalized groups; revealed that most students did learn and apply inclusive design concepts to their CS activities; and revealed that inclusion and teamwork in the courses significantly improved. These results suggest a new pathway for significantly improving students’ retention, their knowledge and usage of inclusive design, and their experiences across CS education—for marginalized groups and for all students.
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1 INTRODUCTION
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Suppose a Computer Science department’s faculty, most of whose specialties are not Human-Computer Interaction (HCI), decided to start teaching elements of HCI—specifically, inclusive design—throughout most CS/IT major courses. This is what occurred at University X.

This paper presents a year-long Action Research investigation into how this update to traditional undergraduate CS courses would impact University X students. University X is an urban, Hispanic-serving institution (HSI) in the Eastern U.S. (Being HSI in the U.S. is defined as the university’s overall enrollment being at least 25% Hispanic.) 78% of University X students receive financial aid. The university’s CS department offers majors in both Computer Science (CS) and Information Technology (IT). 52% of its undergraduate CS/IT students identify with marginalized races/ethnicities that are underrepresented in the computing profession (30% Hispanic, 22% Black) and 17% of the CS/IT students are female.

Action Research is an iterative form of field research that involves developing scholarly knowledge through engaging with a community that wants to bring about a change [68, 93]. Because of the connection between problem solving and knowledge development in Action Research investigations, the line between researchers and participants is blurred, such that some participants may act as researchers and vice versa [39, 62, 68, 93]. This is because, in Action Research, research is done “with” the participants instead of just “to” them. This is one way Action Research differs from controlled studies: another is that the latter achieve isolation of variables, whereas Action Research instead achieves real-world applicability and seeks lasting impact.

Action Research is based on multiple tenets, and we summarize some central tenets [68] here. One central tenet defines its process, which is to follow a highly iterative planning-acting-observing-reflecting spiral, the outcomes of which then feed into the next planning-acting-observing-reflecting spiral, and so on. It is also collaborative: those responsible for the actions are involved in deciding how to improve upon them. In our investigation, the participating faculty were those responsible for the changes to their courses, and thus were participant-researchers. For this collaborative tenet to be viable, participant-researchers must have control over the changes they make, and participant-researchers should remain open to surprise and responsive to opportunities, and be able to change their interventions as a result. Sections 3 and 4 will provide several examples of how these tenets played out in our investigation. Finally, toward the aim of developing scholarly knowledge, Action Research is strongly evidence-based, and requires systematic record-keeping and data; we describe our approach to data collection in Section 3 and summarize that data in Sections 4-5.

Our investigation began when 13 CS faculty, inspired by ideas from inclusive design research, collectively decided to bring about change by integrating elements of inclusive design across their 4-year curriculum. The faculty’s mission was to incrementally expose students to more and more inclusive design skills, in ways that would reinforce and build over the 4-year degree program. Through this change, they sought to teach students not only how to recognize and understand when software is inclusive and when it is not, but also how to use this understanding when they build software. The faculty also hoped that innovating their course offerings in this way would positively change students’ experiences and success with CS. For example, they hoped that the students’ retention in CS would improve, and further that students would start becoming purveyors of inclusivity themselves in their interactions with each other and in their understanding of technology’s inclusivity bugs and biases. They also hoped these changes would impact the students’ work and attitudes, thereby spreading even beyond the particular courses they were innovating.

The faculty’s hopes were not unfounded. One pertinent theory is the Integrated Interest Development for CS Education (IID/CS) framework, which argues that tying CS Education to students’ personally relevant interests can foster increases in both retention and performance in CS Education [70]. The rising interest by today’s teens and young adults in diversity and equity [23, 80] suggests a potential tie to today’s college
students’ interests. Another aspect of the IID/CS framework suggests that expanding what CS includes has an effect of expanding the number of interests that the curriculum can then match. According to IID/CS, interest matches contribute to increasing diverse students’ sense of belonging in CS, which also can improve retention [70]. The notion of belonging, in turn, brings its own theoretical foundations (e.g., [34, 71]). We consider how theories such as these relate to our results in the pertinent results sections.

The inclusive design method that University X used to implement this vision was the GenderMag (Gender Inclusiveness Magnifier) method for finding, fixing, and/or averting inclusivity bugs [14]. The GenderMag method provided a reasonable starting place because it has been used in practice by technologists across the world (e.g., [3, 29, 49, 53, 87, 98]) and because of its accuracy (low false-positives rate): at least 95% of inclusivity bugs detected with GenderMag in other works also arose with actual users in lab studies or in the field (e.g., [14, 77, 98]). Perhaps most critically, several of the faculty members had heard about GenderMag before, and one faculty member had previously tried teaching it, with good results.

GenderMag was a basis, but not an atomic unit. Instead, we splintered it into individual “elements” of inclusive design. For this investigation, an element was any portion of GenderMag. Examples of how faculty used these elements were emphasizing that students were designing for someone else, including a few personas, covering a few different ways users might problem solve, and so on. (We define the elements more precisely in Section 2.1, and show how the faculty built upon them in Section 4.) The 13 CS faculty chose any of the elements they wanted and integrated them however they wanted into their own CS/IT courses. We helped them get started by working with them during a summer workshop and then iteratively over the summer months as they updated their courses.

Most of these courses were not HCI courses—they were “core CS/IT” courses; i.e., non-HCI courses required for the CS/IT degrees such as CS0–CS2, Software Engineering, Capstone, etc. There were three reasons for including most courses, not just HCI courses. (1) The first reason was to integrate inclusivity as a critical ingredient in “regular CS work” these future CS practitioners do, so that they begin to understand that inclusivity is a desired attribute of all their CS processes and products, not a separate activity. (2) The second reason was to help students improve their work products. Today’s CS practitioners need to able to create software artifacts that fit together with other software artifacts. Further, these artifacts need to be highly reusable and highly maintainable. Hence, the APIs, libraries, frameworks, documentation, design documents, etc., that CS practitioners create are the “user interfaces” to other CS practitioners who will need to use these artifacts. Following inclusive design practices as they create such artifacts provides concrete practices by which they can safeguard the reusability, maintainability, and practical usefulness of their work products. (3) The third reason was to gradually build students’ understanding of inclusive design with a small addition/application in each course, to avoid repetition across courses.

However, the faculty did not change much of any one course, because the courses were already full of other content that needed to be taught. Instead, they usually inserted an element as a tiny nuance. For example, an assignment that used to say “write a program to <x>” might be updated to “write a program to <x> and explain whether it will work well for <persona>.” The faculty began teaching their courses with such updates starting in Fall 2021. Our study focuses on that academic year.

To find out how this intervention would impact students’ experiences, we gathered extensive data over that year, and analyzed it qualitatively and quantitively, to answer the following research questions:

- **RQ1:** How and to what extent did the approach improve student success, as defined by better grades and better retention in the form of reduced IFW (Incomplete/Fail/Withdraw) rates?
  - **RQ1a:** ...especially for marginalized students?
• RQ2: How and to what extent did students learn the new inclusive design material?
• RQ3: How and to what extent did the approach change the education climate (climate in the courses, project teams, and CS/IT majors/minors) for students in the computing programs?

Positionality statement: We are of multiple races (Asian, Latinx, White), with national/ethnic backgrounds from Asian, South American, and North American nations. Several of us also have the intersectional identity of women of color. As such, a number of us have experienced lack of representation in computing courses firsthand. However, we recognize that, as academic researchers and people with access to higher education, we are in positions of privilege. One author’s position as an inventor of the GenderMag inclusive design method motivated our interest in investigating GenderMag as a vehicle for broadening participation in CS Education. Two of us have inclusivity leadership positions, which brought us credibility with the participating faculty. Two authors are also members of NCWIT, which added the privilege of being well connected in the space of broadening participation. These privileges eased our access to people and institutions with an interest in this work. We are committed to using these privileges to contribute to CS-Education’s inclusivity, so as to not only broaden participation in CS, but also to make CS-Education a better experience for everyone.

2 BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

2.1 Background: GenderMag

As already mentioned, the inclusive design elements incorporated into the 4-year curriculum are elements of the Gender Inclusiveness Magnifier (GenderMag) method. GenderMag [14] is an evidence-based technique for identifying, avoiding, and fixing inclusivity “bugs” in software, and has been used in practice in a wide variety of settings (e.g., [15, 29, 41, 74, 77, 87, 98]). It is also well suited to classroom use because it is an analytical method that does not require user involvement, and because it is flexible enough to use across a wide range of the software lifecycle, from student-created work in progress to full-fledged products and websites that people use regularly.

GenderMag draws from foundational research on how users of different genders tend to interact differently with user-facing technology, due to users’ diversity of cognitive styles (known as “facets” in GenderMag). The five facets used in GenderMag capture diversity of 1) motivations for using tech; 2) information processing style; 3) computer self-efficacy; 4) technology learning style\(^1\) (by process or by tinkering); and 5) attitude toward risk. If a technology feature does not support the full spectrum of a cognitive style, GenderMag terms this feature to have an “inclusivity bug.” An example of an inclusivity bug involving the learning styles facet would be a feature supporting tinkerers but not individuals who prefer understanding a process first before fiddling with details. Such bugs are cognitive inclusivity bugs because they disproportionately affect those with particular cognitive styles. Such bugs are also gender inclusivity bugs, because the facets statistically cluster around genders [2, 14, 19, 20, 94, 98].

GenderMag uses three personas: Abi (Abigail/Abishek), Pat (Patricia/Patrick), and Tim (Timara/Timothy), shown in Figure 1. Abi’s and Tim’s values for each of the facets lie at opposite ends of a wide spectrum. Pat provides a third set of values within the spectra [14]. The underlying principle is that technology that

\(^1\) Here and throughout, “learning style” refers to the GenderMag facet about learning new technologies via process (a top-down style) versus via tinkering (a bottom-up style). This is different from the use of the term to denote learning through different formats (auditory, visual, kinesthetic, etc.).
simultaneously supports all three personas also supports people with different mixes of facet values, as long as all facet values lie somewhere on the spectra.

The GenderMag method sets the personas and their facets into a specialized cognitive walkthrough [14, 65]. As with other cognitive walkthroughs [65], a GenderMag walkthrough involves walking through every step of a use-case/scenario and answering questions about each subgoal/action a user should do to succeed at the use-case. The GenderMag walkthrough also refers specifically to the persona and facets in each question, such as:

Before taking any actions: Will <persona> have this subgoal/take this action? Why/what facets?

After taking the “should take” action: If <persona> does the right thing, will they know that they did the right thing and are making progress toward their goal? Why/what facets?

Throughout the remainder of the paper, the term “inclusive design elements” will refer to anything that uses any portion of GenderMag. The faculty in this paper used: the GenderMag facets (also known as cognitive styles in this paper), the personas, the GenderMag walkthrough, the GenderMag Heuristics (a set of heuristics based on these facets), and the full GenderMag method. We detail ways the students experienced these elements in Section 4.

![Figure 1: The abbreviated form of the 3 GenderMag personas with short definitions of their facet values [60].](image)

2.2 Related Work

This work relates to efforts to improve retention with and without forms of inclusive design, to Responsible CS approaches, and to multi-year approaches to teaching ethics and inclusive design. In this section we discuss related work in each of these areas.

We begin with work on marginalized populations. As Pournaghshband and Medel point out, much of society embraces a widely accepted "fallacious archetype" of what a successful CS student looks like: a young, White male with at least mid-level socioeconomic status [81]. One area of particular study has been marginalized genders. For example, in online CS communities, LGBTQ+ programmers anticipated that, because of the heterosexist climate, few women and LGBTQ+ people would join [31]. Similarly, in CS education, women often face "othering" [78], have lower retention in online programs [46, 51] and have reported feeling less motivated and less technologically capable [105]. Moreover, when universities shifted to online learning due to COVID-19, first-generation and women students felt a lack of sense of belonging [57].

To address problems like these, a significant body of work has investigated practices for increasing retention across marginalized students in CS education. Among the especially well-known practices are pair programming (e.g., [102, 106]) and leveling the playing field with mechanisms such as having everyone start with a language new to all or eschewing programming entirely to instead focus on problem solving (e.g., [54]). Other research has also shown benefits from including gender-inclusive elements in course presentation, more representation, and using neutral visual designs [52]. Beyond making changes to teaching techniques or course presentation, existing research indicates that including meaningful or socially relevant assignments (e.g. [66]) can positively impact computing students. For example, studies have found positive impacts on students’ retention [4] and motivations to complete a project [12].

A number of studies further suggest that teaching aspects of accessibility or inclusive design can increase inclusivity in CS classes. For example, Blaser et al. proposed including universal design principles in engineering courses to increase feelings of inclusion for women students and students with disabilities [8]. The idea that these integrations might benefit women rests on prior investigations that reported women in engineering often particularly value contribution to society, suggesting that women may be drawn to inclusive and universal design (e.g., [38]), which comes back to the socially relevant assignments point mentioned earlier. Additionally, Izzo et al. found that teaching universal design and using universal design-informed teaching practices to include people with disabilities helped students and instructors to improve accessibility, awareness, and instructional flexibility [59]. Another recent work by Oleson et al. in introductory design courses using the CIDER (Critique, Imagine, Design, Expand, Repeat) technique demonstrated that CIDER not only enabled students to understand and respond to many different types of design bias, but also had long-term beneficial effects on their design methods, encouraging them to value inclusivity in their subsequent design work [76].

Some researchers have begun to consider how GenderMag in particular might influence inclusivity in CS education. The GenderMag study that especially motivated University X faculty to embark on their mission was Letaw et al.’s research from two online courses which found that learning GenderMag-based material helped students feel included and improved their interest in finishing the CS major [60]. Chatterjee et al. have also done research with GenderMag in online courses [21], investigating how online instructors can find inclusivity bugs in their courseware using the GenderMag method manually or with an automated version called AID/Courseware. Turning in-person settings, Oleson et al. did an Action Research investigation into how HCl-oriented faculty teach GenderMag in face-to-face university CS classes [74]. That work produced 11 elements of inclusive PCK (Pedagogic Content Knowledge) that can be leveraged to teach inclusive design in courses. However, no prior work has investigated the impact of embedding elements of GenderMag into "core CS" classes, and no prior work has investigated integrating GenderMag across a 4-year CS degree program.

In addition to impacting diverse students, our approach also aims to enable CS students, as tomorrow’s computing professionals, to create inclusive software. This effort aligns with the Responsible CS effort to teach students mindfulness of ethical problems, respect for stakeholders, and how to make accessible design
decisions [25, 72]. “Responsible CS” has similarities to “Critical CS” [55] in that both schools of thought aim to encourage CS students to think critically about ethical behavior and be mindful of the societal implications of their work (e.g., [25, 33, 55, 107]). As with a body of work from CS ethics outside of education (e.g., [27, 103]), many Responsible and Critical CS approaches emphasize building awareness through reflection and reasoning activities. For example, one technique for teaching ethical reasoning is critiquing algorithmic design biases [83]. At one university, classes discussed targeted advertising, bias, disinformation, and other ethics-related topics with the aim of learning and reflecting upon these issues [25]. Nevertheless, a recent study suggests that such approaches may not be enough to make a difference in CS students’ ethical behaviors [35]. That study found that, even when students were aware of ethical issues, they often did not act upon them ethically. This result suggests that CS faculty also need to teach students new skills for acting upon such issues.

A few approaches go beyond teaching awareness to teaching skills. For example, to teach CS students skills for enacting positive change, some studies have investigated teaching accessibility, for example through including accessibility skill-building in programming classes [47] or in standalone design classes [64]. Oleson et al.’s study attested to the need for such approaches: they found that HCI faculty and students reported lacking the ability to design for diverse populations or to guard against bias [75].

One key aspect of our approach is that it is multi-year, which is a format that has been investigated before, although usually for purposes other than inclusive design, such as ethics. For example, Burge et al. integrated two pedagogical practices into a program-wide framework to teach strong communication skills [13] and Deb et al. integrated big data and cloud computing in three core 2nd, 3rd, and 4th year undergraduate CS/IT courses to prepare students for technological advancements in the industry [30]. Grosz et al. integrated ethical reasoning into courses throughout the CS curriculum through Harvard’s Embedded EthiCS program to habituate students to thinking ethically as they develop and design systems [36]. This effort demonstrated that it is possible to teach ethics content in core CS courses, with positive student reactions. Another example is the Responsible CS initiative at Brown University which integrated ethics into multiple assignments in eight courses in introductory and upper-level CS courses with the help of undergraduate teaching assistants [25]. The effort at Brown resulted in 5 takeaways for teaching ethics across the curriculums, including two that are relevant to our approach and the faculty involved: the need for leveraging expertise on how to teach the content and coordination across courses to reduce repetition. Shapiro et al. also began to investigate how to use a role-playing activity as a pedagogical tool in first-year, fourth-year, and online graduate level CS courses to broaden student perspectives and meaningfully incorporate ethics into these courses [86]. Early results of this approach indicated that roleplaying was thought provoking and could help students identify multiple perspectives. Besides improving the interventions’ targeted skills, some multi-year approaches have at the same time produced positive results on students’ learning outcomes. For instance, Peteranetz et al.’s intervention to include computational creativity exercises in lower- and upper-division CS courses enhanced student grades, their learning of core CS knowledge, and their self-efficacy for creatively applying CS knowledge [100]. Another example is Coleman et al.’s use of collaboration across the curriculum to teach team skills, which resulted in students being more successful at teamwork in the senior capstone [26]. Our approach also has improving students’ successes as a goal.

Closest to our approach of enabling faculty to teach inclusive design in core CS classes across the curriculum is work from Waller et al. and Putnam et al., which both integrated accessibility concepts into the curriculum and did so across multiple courses in the major. Waller et al. experimented with integrating accessibility throughout the 4-year curriculum [99] and Putnam et al. suggest guidelines for achieving this goal in the accessibility domain [82]. Our approach builds upon many of the Putnam and Waller recommendations but instead of aiming for teaching accessibility, aims to both integrate inclusive design skill-
building and to do so in a cross-curriculum way that increases student successes (including retention), student learning, and the education climate that students experience in CS courses.

3 METHODOLOGY

The educational context of our Action Research investigation at University X was 44 sections of 12 unique CS courses. The investigation involved 13 faculty and 613 students and spanned a full academic year, using the methodology we detail next.

3.1 Procedures

Action Research begins with an appetite for change [107]. To see whether this appetite for change was present at University X, the CS department chair began by canvassing the CS faculty as to whether they were collectively interested in a coordinated adjustment to the 4-year CS/IT degrees involving the use of GenderMag elements, with the goals of improving the (1) students’ academic success (especially marginalized students’); (2) their students’ knowledge and usage of inclusive design; and (3) education climate of the CS programs (specifically the climate in the courses, project groups, and CS/IT majors/minors). The chair also explained that, as part of the process, the researchers would conduct a summer workshop to help the faculty get started, would collaboratively work with the faculty as they figured out how they wanted to proceed, and would offer a modest $500 summer stipend. University X has a longstanding interest in broadening participation in computing (BPC). The CS department is a member of several BPC-oriented organizations, and regularly runs BPC initiatives; the primary ones prior to this investigation have aimed to (1) promote growth mindset among students, and (2) actively encourage marginalized students to engage in research experiences and/or internships. Perhaps because of these attributes, and because University X faculty are rewarded for emphasizing quality teaching, the faculty was collectively enthusiastic.

13 faculty members ultimately decided to bring about this change and integrate inclusive design elements into their courses during Fall 2021 and Spring 2022. We refer to these terms as F21-intervention and S22-intervention throughout the rest of the paper.

To facilitate faculty’s integration efforts, we offered a workshop for interested faculty members during Summer 2021. The workshop was 12 hours in total over 3 days and enabled faculty to incorporate whatever inclusive design elements they wanted into their courses. To accomplish this, the workshop used Letaw et al.’s educate-the-educators curriculum [61] which uses techniques from Community of Practice [101], Training of Trainers [10, 17, 79], and Pedagogic Content Knowledge [88]. We used this curriculum to help faculty gain the following skills: (1: motivational) analyze the costs/benefits of integrating elements of inclusive design into their own courses; (2: content) know how to use GenderMag inclusive design; (3: design) integrate whatever inclusive design elements they wanted into their own courses; and (4: teach) know how to teach the inclusive design elements they had selected. During the workshop, faculty attendees began to leverage what they learned to integrate inclusive design elements into their courses. They then iterated through two rounds of feedback that we provided over the summer. They continued to iteratively develop and improve their new integrations over subsequent terms.

In total, 18 faculty members attended the workshop, 16 of whom were from University X’s CS department. Of the 16 CS educators, three decided over the summer not to integrate inclusive design after all and one retired. The remaining 12 of the 16 CS faculty followed through to teach GenderMag concepts in F21-intervention and/or S22-intervention. One more CS faculty member joined the effort in Spring 2022, after attending the archived workshop online, bringing the total number of faculty to 13.

3.2 Participants: the faculty and the students
As mentioned previously, in Action Research some participants may also act as researchers. In this case, the 13 faculty members created and administered the intervention (researcher role) in their Fall 2021 (F21-intervention) and Spring 2022 (S22-intervention) classes that the students experienced; and experienced (participant role) the intervention in the classes when the students’ class experiences affected the faculty’s class experiences. The “regular” participants were, of course, the students who took these courses, and the (baseline) students who took the corresponding courses during Fall 2020 (F20-base) and Spring 2021 (S21-base). For reasons of space limitations, this paper reports results for only the student participants, reporting on what faculty did only from the perspective of interventions they created in their researcher role.

Both faculty and students were given IRB-approved informed consent forms; this paper includes data from only those who opted to participate. All 13 of the faculty and 88% of the students enrolled in these courses opted to participate.

Table 1 lists the 13 CS faculty and the 12 courses they chose for integrating elements of inclusive design. Some of those courses were for CS majors, some for IT, and some for both, but the CS and IT majors at this university were part of the same department. We refer to these courses as the targeted courses.

Nine faculty taught the first 6 targeted courses (15 sections) during F21-intervention; this was the first time students experienced faculty’s new integrations (course content that contained elements of inclusive design). Then, in S22-intervention, 11 faculty taught 9 targeted courses (29 sections). Three of these courses (CS0, CS1, CS2) had also been F21-intervention courses. 7 of the 11 Spring faculty had taught a targeted course in the Fall term but not necessarily the same course that they were teaching in the Spring. Table 1 details which courses faculty taught during which term. In total, 613 unique students enrolled in 44 sections of the targeted courses (with some students taking multiple of these courses and enrolling in one or both terms); 540 of these students opted in to allow research access to their individual assignments.

Table 1: (Left) CS faculty participants and (Right) the targeted courses they taught. (Column does not add up to 13 faculty because some faculty were involved in more than 1 course.) In total, they taught 12 unique courses, some multiple times, with inclusive design integrated during F21-intervention and S22-intervention. Note: CS0, CS1, and CS2 are ACM’s abbreviations for three initial courses in the CS major.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Faculty teaching load</th>
<th>Undergraduate CS/IT targeted courses</th>
<th>Taken by major(s)</th>
<th># of faculty</th>
<th>When taught</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CS Full time (3-5 sections/semester)</td>
<td>CS0 (Intro to Programming)</td>
<td>CS, IT</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>F, S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CS1 (OOP)</td>
<td>CS, IT</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>F, S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CS2 (Data Structures, for CS majors)</td>
<td>CS</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>F, S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total CS faculty</td>
<td>OOD (Object Oriented Design)</td>
<td>CS</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Web-CS (Programming the WWW, CS)</td>
<td>CS</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Web-IT (Programming the WWW, IT)</td>
<td>IT</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mobile (Mobile App Development)</td>
<td>IT</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HCI (Human Computer Interaction)</td>
<td>CS, IT</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SE (Software Engineering)</td>
<td>CS</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In addition to students enrolled in targeted courses, our study includes aggregate data on all students enrolled in undergraduate CS/IT courses required for the CS/IT degrees in F20-base, S21-base, F21-intervention, and S22-intervention. Demographics for students enrolled in the CS/IT courses during these terms are summarized in Table 2.

Table 2: Base vs. intervention terms’ CS/IT student demographics in all courses. (CS/IT enrollment was provided by the university, which capture biological sex but not gender identity.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Total enrolled</th>
<th>Female enrolled</th>
<th>Marginalized race/ethnicities enrolled</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>F20-base</td>
<td>1401</td>
<td>177</td>
<td>728</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S21-base</td>
<td>1479</td>
<td>249</td>
<td>670</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F21-intervention</td>
<td>1279</td>
<td>204</td>
<td>583</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S22-intervention</td>
<td>1375</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>650</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.3 Data
We collected the data shown in Figure 2 from four terms: F20-base, S21-base, F21-intervention, and S22-intervention. Because triangulation can help safeguard the credibility of Action Research results [16], we collected a variety of data to see if the results manifested across multiple sources, as we will discuss later in Section 6.2.

Our Action Research investigation began in S21-base, at the end of which University X distributed a questionnaire about the education climate to all undergraduate University X CS/IT students in targeted courses only (RQ3). They distributed the same climate questionnaire after F21-intervention and S22-intervention (to targeted courses) and we analyzed data from all three terms. In total, 133 students (from 8 targeted courses) responded to the climate questionnaire during S21-base and 285 responded in F21-intervention and S22-intervention combined (from 6 targeted courses in F21-intervention and 9 in S22-intervention). Climate questionnaire results were anonymous, and were handled by researchers who were not faculty members to avoid faculty bias.

The education climate questionnaire measured student feelings of inclusion in their major/minor, course, and their group project teams through nine Likert scale questions. Students answered questions about teams if they had worked on a team-based project or assignment. They also self-identified their gender and race/ethnicity. The full questionnaire can be found in the Supplemental Documents.
Figure 2: Timeline of data collection and analysis by RQ. Grey indicates the term before our study’s initial questionnaire. Row 1’s data (IFW rates, final grades, demographics) were collected for all CS/IT courses. Row 2-3’s data (assignment submissions, assignment grades, instructor debriefs, and questionnaire responses) were collected for targeted courses only.

For students’ academic success, University X also provided us student IFW (Incomplete/Fail/Withdraw) rates, demographics, and final grades for all courses required for a CS or IT major, the aggregates of which we used to measure students' baseline and post-intervention success (RQ1, RQ2). We examined these data for all four terms (F20-base, S21-base, F21-intervention, S22-intervention). During the intervention terms, F21-intervention and S22-intervention, faculty participants also provided us consenting students’ grades for assignments containing inclusive design elements. Across the 12 targeted courses in these terms, faculty integrated inclusive design into 1-2 assignments/activities per course section, so the total data of this type spanned 21 unique assignments/activities across these 12 courses’ 44 course sections.

Additionally, to measure student’s knowledge and use of inclusive design, faculty provided student submissions for these assignments. The specific assignments that contributed to this measure are detailed in Section 3.4.

3.4 Qualitative Analysis

The inclusive design assignment submissions provided three types of data: data type 1 (early takeaways): students' qualitative (free-text) reactions to the new integrations; data type 2 (usage responses): students’ ruminations after they had used inclusive design elements; and data type 3 (grades): students’ grades on the assignments. Four of the 21 updated assignments were able to provide qualitative data of these types: a CS1 homework assignment prompting students for feedback provided information for data type 1 (early takeaways); an SE homework assignment, a Cap-IT report assignment, and a Web-IT feedback assignment provided information for data type 2 (usage responses). Data type 3 (grades) were quantitative.

We used qualitative coding to analyze the submissions we collected for data type 2 (usage responses). We began with 2 codes from Letaw et al.’s codset for inclusive design assignments from online courses [60]: “implied users are different” and “explicit users not like me.” However, these codes initially captured mentions of only cognitive style diversity/inclusion, so we expanded the definitions of these two codes to include a wider range of diversity (e.g., including mentions of diverse races/genders or mentions of varying familiarity with technology) so as to capture more impacts of the intervention on climate. Since we were using only the inclusive design part of the assignments, we then segmented the dataset such that each students’ submission was a single segment. Two coders independently coded 21% of the data and reached
100% agreement (Jaccard method) [89]. Given this high agreement, one coder coded the remaining data. The final code set can be found in the Supplemental Documents.

We also coded these data leveraging Bloom's Taxonomy as a code set. Similar to the above process, two coders independently coded 35% of the data with 80% Jaccard agreement. Given this acceptable level of consensus [90], one coder coded the remaining data. This code set is detailed in the pertinent Results section later in this paper.

### 3.5 Quantitative Analysis

We statistically analyzed students' final grades and their questionnaire data using inferential statistics. When the hypothesis could be tested with counts of participants, as with the final grades, we used Fisher's Exact Test (contingency tables can be found in the Supplemental Documents). When the question required actual scores or values, as with the questionnaire data, we used an unpaired t-test (details are in the Supplemental Documents). Because our datasets were large enough, we assumed a Normal distribution by the Central Limit Theorem [58]. Figure 2 details the statistical test we used for each RQ.

### 3.6 A methodological conundrum of the times: What to compare with?

For purposes of comparison against our intervention period, what should we consider to be a “normal” period for University X students, with the only important independent variable being the intervention? We needed to decide which was the most appropriate basis of comparison: the academic terms immediately before the intervention, i.e., F20-S21-base, or the most recent (mostly) pre-COVID period, i.e., F19-S20. (In the U.S., COVID became a major event starting mid-March of 2020, when much of the country shut down.)

We quickly realized that COVID vs. pre-COVID was not the only question. According to news summaries of 2020 and 2021 [42, 43, 56, 67], four major news stories were in play in the U.S. with direct “we are different from them” themes (Table 3). These were (1) COVID (vast differences in different socioeconomic groups’ jobs, risk factors, death rates); (2) Jan. 6 violence and Proud Boys (White Nationalists) resulting in perceptions of being excluded and/or practices of violence and exclusion; (3) George Floyd and related violence against Blacks events; and (4) the Anti-Asian hate that ensued, instigated by blaming the pandemic on Asians.

Indeed, a number of studies and reports have found negative effects of all four events on diverse young adults and students. Impacts of COVID are well-documented: COVID disproportionately impacted the lives, financial wellbeing, academic wellbeing, and mental health of Black, Latino, lower socioeconomic status, women, and LGBTQ+ students [5, 11, 22, 32, 48, 57, 69, 73, 84, 85, 95]. CS and STEM university students alike experienced problems with academic motivation [48, 69] as well as changes to the academic landscape that impacted classroom content, tools, and communication with both negative and positive impacts on students [89]. Beyond COVID, studies on Anti-Asian hate in the U.S. reported increased mental disorders for Asians (both Asian-Americans and Asian immigrants) compared to Whites [104]. Other studies have also reported that Asians in the US experienced discrimination [37], increased suicidal ideation [50], and fear [95] due to COVID-related anti-Asian racism. George Floyd, COVID, and the January 6 violence all contributed to reduced trust in public institutions by the Black community [44]. Studies following George Floyd's death also reported increased distress about police brutality for LGBTQ+ and lower socioeconomic young adults [45]. Any of these traumatic events could have impacted groups of University X students' feelings of inclusion as well as their success and ability/willingness to persevere in their studies.

As Table 3 shows, F19 was a “pre-Everything” term, meaning it differed from F21-intervention in five important inclusivity-related independent variables: COVID, George Floyd and related events, Anti-Asian violence, Jan. 6 events, and the intervention itself. Likewise, S22-intervention differed to almost the same extent with S20-pre(almost)Everything. However, F20-base and S21-base had the disadvantage of being...
primarily remote terms, whereas F21-intervention was fully on-campus and S22-intervention was a mix. Still, the terms most similar to F21-intervention and S22-intervention in terms of all of these variables except the intervention are F20-base and S21-base. Thus, we chose F20-base and S21-base as baselines for comparison. However, we recognize the possibility that not all readers will agree with this choice, so also include in the Supplemental Documents full comparisons with F19-preEverything and S20-pre(almost)Everything (collectively referred to as the pre-Everything period), and allude to those results as well throughout the main paper.

Table 3: Timespans of four independent variables (gold) directly related to different student populations’ success and feelings of inclusion:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>COVID</th>
<th>George Floyd</th>
<th>Anti-Asian hate</th>
<th>Jan 6 riot &amp; investigations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>F 19</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S 20</td>
<td>√: c+r</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F 20</td>
<td>√: r</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S 21</td>
<td>√: r</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F 21</td>
<td>√: c</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S 22</td>
<td>√: r+c</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Baseline

Post-intervention

4 THE INTERVENTION: WHAT THE FACULTY CREATED FOR THE STUDENTS

This work investigates effects on the student participants. From this empirical perspective, the faculty members’ key role was their researcher role to create and administer the intervention—the academic context the student participants experienced. This section describes what the faculty created for the students to experience.

Prior to Summer 2021, the state of the academic context was the way the targeted courses had been taught before. Starting from that state, the faculty began during the Summer 2021 workshop to integrate whichever elements of inclusive design they wanted into their own courses’ content in 12 courses—11 non-HCI courses and one HCI course.
Recall from Section 2.1 that the inclusive design elements the faculty drew upon were: the GenderMag facets (cognitive styles), the GenderMag personas, the GenderMag variant of the cognitive walkthrough, the GenderMag Heuristics, and the full GenderMag method. To help with actionability, we provided the faculty with a small starter set of (modifiable) course materials that draw upon these elements, such as lecture slides and videos, a few suggested homeworks and some class activities incorporating these elements, and so on. Over time, the faculty members then built more materials based on these elements and shared them².

Recall that one of the tenets of Action Research is that it “starts small”, meaning that individuals have control over their changes [68]. Consistent with this point, the faculty members made all decisions about which of these elements to integrate into what courses and in what ways. For example, some faculty members added/changed portions of homework assignments they had used before, some added or changed in-class activities, and some made additions to their lectures; more examples are shown in the upcoming subsections. Faculty members continued to work iteratively on their changes over the remainder of the summer in preparation for F21-intervention.

When fall arrived and they tried out their changes with their classes, their observations and reflections led some faculty members to adapt their changes during the course of the investigation. This too is consistent with Action Research: the faculty members were able to react to their own experiences and incoming data to iterate on their changes over the F21-intervention and S22-intervention semesters, learning lessons along the way about how their integrations were working.

Overarching these efforts was one of the faculty's collective goals for their inclusive design integrations: to gradually build students' inclusive design knowledge over the 4-year curriculum while avoiding overlap between courses. They intended that their integrations into their individual courses would continually and gradually build students’ inclusive design awareness and skills. Thus, earlier courses would, one by one, introduce a few elements of inclusive design with later courses gradually adding elements with more breadth and depth and students applying the concepts they were learning (Table 4). Of course, building upon earlier terms wasn't possible during the first term. Thus, some integrations in the first term had overlapping elements of inclusive design (to the irritation of some students); in one case, elements covered in some sections of CS1 were also in a section of CS2.

Table 4: Highest level of inclusive design learning covered during each targeted course per intervention term, with number of assignments per course (parenthesized). The big-picture intent was to build and reinforce students' inclusive design skills gradually over the 4-year curriculum.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Early-level: Introduce 1 to 2 elements of inclusive design</th>
<th>Mid-level: Apply elements of inclusive design (more concepts/more depth)</th>
<th>Upper-level: Use hands-on elements of inclusive design when building software</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>F21-intervention</td>
<td>CS0 (1)</td>
<td>Web-IT (1 in one section; 2 in the other)</td>
<td>SE (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CS1 (3 sections @1 each)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Mobile App Dev (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CS2 (1)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

² https://www.oercommons.org/groups/gendermag-teach-inclusivemag/10149/
At the core of inclusive design, as with all of HCI, is that the user is not like the person creating the software. This concept was the first one introduced to the students. The faculty teaching early courses leveraged two elements to do this: the cognitive styles and the personas. In CS0, faculty began by introducing the students to GenderMag’s “Abi” persona (the left persona of Section 2.1’s Figure 1). Some faculty introduced Abi in more detail than others, but the point was to start students off from the very beginning of their studies thinking about some user not necessarily like them—in this case, the user was like Abi. For example, students needed to consider Abi when writing their first program (Figure 3(a)).

Introductory-level courses after CS0 built upon this concept in different ways. For example, in one section of CS1, students received a handout summarizing the cognitive styles from Section 2.1 (Figure 3(b)) to expand students’ awareness of how diverse users think in ways the students may not have considered before. The faculty member then asked them to reflect on these as in Figure 3(c). Another section of CS1 (taught by a different faculty member) introduced two more personas (shown in Figure 1) before asking students to reflect and consider their code from the point of view of all three personas (Figure 3(d)). CS2 also used a similar exercise.

In the mid-level courses that follow the introductory sequence described above, students began to apply inclusive design more in-depth. Instead of only reflecting on the content or answering simple questions, faculty began to incorporate the GenderMag cognitive walkthrough element alongside the persona and/or cognitive style elements. For example, the Web-IT and Web-CS courses had students evaluate use-cases or scenarios for entire websites, using one or more of the personas (e.g., Figure 4(a)). One faculty member also included a prompt for students to suggest fixes for any bugs found during the evaluation (shown in Figure 4(b)). Similar topics were covered within S22-intervention CS2, which had previously contained only early-level elements (Table 4). The OOD (Object-Oriented Design) course used a similar activity to evaluate the different personas’ approaches to use-case diagramming. (In that course, use-case diagramming is a standard topic.)

Another instructor for the Web-IT course did a more interactive version of the assignment in Figure 4(a). That faculty member introduced inclusive design to the students by first lecturing on the GenderMag method, the goals, and the importance of inclusive design, and then moved into an interactive think-pair-share activity:

Web-IT-Instructor: “Then we did two hands-on activities where students broke off into teams of two or three students. And then they did the role-play facet persona activity to evaluate a couple of different websites that I had identified ... ahead of time”

This faculty member described the activity as:

Web-IT-Instructor: “...[not] some random add-on to the course... it was still like a fluid part of what we’ve been teaching [on building websites]...”
Figure 3: Examples of early courses’ incorporation of inclusive design elements: (a) Snippet of one CS0 assignment. The non-underlined text was asked this way in prior terms; we added underlines to show the instructor’s small updates to incorporate the early inclusive design concept of designing for someone else, using the Abi persona. (b) Part of a handout used in a CS1 section, emphasizing a wide spectrum of cognitive styles. (c) Snippet of student response to a CS1 lab question asking which persona they identified with most and why. (d) Part of a CS1 assignment from another course asking students to consider how all three GenderMag personas would approach the coding portion of the assignment. (Red text is as per instructor’s formatting.)

Figure 4: Examples of mid-level courses’ uses of inclusive design elements: (a) Snippets from a Web-CS assignment, in which students worked in pairs to do an inclusive design evaluation of website with a pre-set use-case/scenario. (Red text is as per instructor’s formatting.) (b) Snippets from a Web-IT assignment to informally evaluate a given use-case/scenario and find solutions to any identified bugs.

4.3 The Upper-Level Courses: Using Inclusive Design Hands-On to Build Better Technology
By the time students reached the most advanced CS/IT courses, they had learned enough elements to begin using the full GenderMag method on their own software projects, as per their own use-cases, with their own customizations of the personas. Figure 5 (a) and (b) show examples.

Then, in the final capstones, faculty encouraged students in ProjMgt, Cap-CS, and Cap-IT to use all the elements that they had learned, fully autonomously. For example, in ProjMgt, the faculty member led students through a team building exercise with their project groups utilizing the cognitive styles element before letting the teams determine how best to apply elements of inclusive design such as the full GenderMag method to their projects. The faculty for all three of these courses captured the outcomes through project reports such as those in Figure 5 (c) and (d).

5 RESULTS: IMPACTS ON THE STUDENTS

As Section 4 described, the intervention was variable and necessarily “messy”—the intervention was not only new to the students, it was also new to the faculty. Thus, consistent with Action Research methodology, the intervention evolved as faculty grappled with problems that arose in situ, experimented with different ideas in different sections, overlapped with each other in unintended and sometimes unavoidable ways, and learned as they went along.

5.1 RQ1: Student successes (and lack thereof)

How did this intervention, despite its startup bumps and hiccups, affect students’ successes? To answer our first research question, we compared post-intervention with baseline student success measures for targeted courses. Specifically, the targeted courses were the 6 courses (15 sections) the faculty participants taught in F21-intervention after having integrated elements of inclusive design as per Section 4, and the 9 courses (29
sections) they taught in this way in S22-intervention (Table 1). In the baseline period, the targeted courses were only the courses/sections that corresponded to the intervention's targeted courses.

5.1.1 RQ1’s Results for all students

We first consider students’ success by looking at their lack of success: their IFW (Incomplete/Fail/Withdrawal) rates. In addition to comparing the baseline with the post-intervention data, we examined IFW differences between targeted and non-targeted courses. In the baseline data, significantly more students in the targeted courses had IFW'd than students did in the non-targeted courses (Fisher's Exact Test, p=.002). This suggests the targeted courses may have particularly needed an intervention. Indeed, three of the targeted courses were introductory courses (CS0, CS1 and CS2) that have historically had high attrition rates [6, 91].

After the intervention, these differences disappeared. The improvement in students’ IFW rates in targeted courses was so large that the IFW rate in the intervention period’s targeted courses landed below the IFW rate in the non-targeted courses (brackets in Figure 6(Left)). In fact, students’ IFWs from the targeted courses dropped to less than half of their previous rates. Statistically, significantly fewer students IFW'd from targeted courses (Fisher's Exact Test, p<.0001) than in the baseline targeted courses.

Interestingly, fewer students IFW'd (Fisher’s Exact Test, p<.0001) than in the baseline non-targeted courses in non-targeted courses as well. This outcome may or may not have been influenced by the intervention; it was in line with faculty anticipations of the potential for their mission to impact even non-targeted courses (recall Section 1).

![Figure 6: IFW and grade outcomes in targeted (dark green), non-targeted (gold), and all (gray) courses, in the before-intervention periods (“Baseline”) vs. the post-intervention terms (“Post”). N= 995 (targeted, Baseline), 1885 (non-targeted, Baseline), 786 (targeted, Post), 1868 (non-targeted, Post). (Left): Percent of students enrolled in the courses who received an incomplete grade, failed, or withdrew (IFWs) from the course. Brackets show gaps between targeted and non-targeted; trend lines show targeted-baseline vs. targeted-post. Low = good. (Right): Percent of students who received an “A” or “B” in the course. High = good.

Since IFW rates measure only lack of success, we also measured students’ positive success by the excellence of their grades, i.e., whether they achieved A’s or B’s in their courses (the two letter grades that denote above average performance). As Figure 6(Right) shows, this measure corroborated the IFW improvement in the post-intervention courses. This difference was significant, too: after the intervention, significantly more of the students received A’s and B’s in targeted courses than they had before the intervention (Fisher’s Exact Test, p<.0001).

A final source of corroboration came from comparing IFW rates and A/B grades against the pre-Everything period (which includes F19-PreEverything and F20-pre(almost)Everything as described in Section 3.6). In contrast to the comparison with the baseline, the intervention’s non-targeted course IFWs and A/B grades did not improve compared to pre-Everything; also the intervention’s targeted course IFWs improvement did not
reach significance (Fisher’s Exact Test, p=.1). However, a significant improvement did occur in the pre-Everything period vs. the post-intervention terms: the A/B grades in targeted courses did significantly improve compared to those in the pre-Everything period (Fisher’s Exact Test, p=.02) (details in the Supplemental Documents).

5.1.2 RQ1a: The inclusivity emphasis: Effects on females? On racially/ethnically marginalized groups?

GenderMag targets gender inclusivity, so one hypothesis is that the intervention might particularly benefit students of marginalized genders that are underrepresented in computing. The university was able to provide students’ final grades by binary biological sex only (not gender identity), so we instead investigated a statistically related—but not equivalent—group, namely female students (the student’s biological sex as per university records). A second hypothesis, which to some extent competes with the first, is that emphasizing any form of inclusivity might benefit students in any marginalized group. To investigate this possibility, we investigated students of marginalized races and ethnicities (as per U.S. NSF criteria).

For both of these marginalized categories, the data showed that the intervention was particularly needed for the targeted courses. Comparing Figure 7(a) vs. (b) Baseline columns show that before the intervention, females in the targeted courses had been particularly prone to taking an incomplete/failure/withdrawal grade from those courses in comparison to the non-targeted courses; the Baseline columns in Figure 7(c) show the same phenomenon for marginalized races/ethnicities. These differences were statistically significant: for the baseline, significantly more females FW’d in targeted courses than in non-targeted courses (Fisher’s Exact Test, p=.002), and the same was true for racially/ethnically marginalized students (Fisher’s Exact Test, p=.001).

As the Post columns show, both marginalized groups benefited from the intervention. Post-intervention, fewer female students FW’d from the targeted courses compared to the baseline, although this difference did not reach significance (Fisher’s Exact Test, p=.09). Significantly fewer racially/ethnically marginalized students FW’d from the targeted courses post-intervention than during the baseline (Fisher’s Exact Test, p<.0001). These outcomes were again corroborated by the final grades, with significantly more female students (Fisher’s Exact Test, p=.02) and racially/ethnically marginalized students (Fisher’s Exact Test, p<.0001) earning A’s and B’s in the targeted courses post-intervention than during the baseline. Even comparing the post-intervention period with the pre-Everything period revealed one significant improvement: racially/ethnically marginalized students’ grades were significantly higher in the post-intervention period (Fisher’s Exact Test, p=.002).

![Graphs a, b, c](image-url)
Figure 7: Percent of students who received an incomplete, failed, or withdrew (IFW), during the baseline and post-intervention. Colors: same as Figure 6. Brackets show gaps between targeted and non-targeted; trend lines show targeted-baseline vs. targeted-post. Low=good.

5.1.3 A theory perspective

One way of understanding these results is through the lens of the Integrated Interest Development for CS Education (IID/CS) framework [70]. In essence, IID/CS focuses on the educational effects of connecting students' interests with CS Education content.

IID/CS has three dimensions. The first dimension is the value students ascribe to the content—due to their pre-existing interests, or through faculty’s communications of what is valuable about the content, or through realizations the students have of the value after engaging in the content. All three of these examples of student interest were present. Regarding pre-existing interest, we have already mentioned the rising interest in diversity and inclusion among teens/young adults [23, 80]. Regarding communicating value, several of the faculty explicitly motivated the value of the inclusive design content during lecture, and several others implicitly motivated it by tying it directly to design/maintenance activities (e.g., to web design as in Figure 4(a, b), to software maintenance as in Figure 3). Regarding students' emergent realizations of value, students' quotes in the next section show several instances.

In IID/CS, the second and third dimensions interact with each other and with the value dimension. For example, for the belonging dimension, the framework points out that students' sense of belonging can be increased by engaging them in tasks that they see as valuable. IID/CS proposes that one path for doing so is to expand what is included in CS, and in this work, that expansion was to thread inclusive design into other CS content. For the knowledge dimension, developing knowledge both draws from and adds to first two dimensions. For example, adding to students’ skills and expertise in topics the student values (e.g., inclusive design, which they may now see as being part of CS), can further contribute to their sense of belonging. IID/CS also proposes that a way to increase sense of belonging is to expand notions of who does computing, which also directly relates to the inclusive design content.

Evidence suggests that aligning education content with student interests via these dimensions can increase performance and persistence (retention). For example, Michaelis and Weintrop point to evidence from neuroscientific research on how interest circuitry in our brains ties to learning and feelings of reward, thereby increasing an individual’s attention and performance [70, 40]. Another example is Lewis et al., who have also shown sense of belonging to be strongly tied to performance and retention [63]. Thus, the University X students’ improvements in performance (grades) and retention (IFW) align with those predicted by IID/CS.

5.2 RQ2: Did students actually learn any inclusive design?

The students' higher grades in the post-intervention period have another positive implication: they suggest that the intervention did not interfere with the students' ability to learn the CS/IT courses' core content. However, the grades alone did not answer whether these CS/IT students gained understanding or changed behavior about improving the inclusivity of the technology they build. To analyze this question, we turned to the three types of assignment data described in Section 3.4: data type 1 (early takeaways), data type 2 (usage responses), and data type 3 (inclusive design grades).

5.2.1 Motivating the Students: Their earliest reactions to new inclusive design integrations

Part of teaching is motivating the content, and data type 1 (early takeaways) from the students helped to reveal whether the faculty’s interventions were succeeding at motivating the students. Specifically, we
obtained written feedback from students in one section of CS1. These students had used the facet reflection exercise (similar to Section 4's Figures 3(a,b)) in their homework assignment. At the end of the assignment, they responded with open-ended feedback about the element of inclusive design they had just covered.

Students’ responses were mixed: Some did not see importance in what they had learned:

CS1-3: "Well to be honest the usage <of the inclusive design elements> in our class...does not offer much purpose or help to me..."

Some offered suggestions to improve the content:

CS1-22: “My only feedback would be to include maybe another persona to cover more bases...”

Others were enthusiastic about how it could help them in the future:

CS1-18: "...it is a good idea to include the GenderMag portion ... to further develop things we will use at our future jobs.”

CS1-9: “I think this is a great idea to use GenderMag because it’s not around too much ... the more that we implement GenderMag, the more understanding people will have.”

5.2.2 Learning by doing: Students’ outcomes and reactions after applying inclusive design elements to software/websites

Despite the mixed early motivation results, when students began actually using the elements, learning outcomes were positive. To analyze students’ learning outcomes after they applied inclusive design elements, we gathered data from the mid- and upper-level courses in which students applied elements of inclusive design hands-on to existing software/websites (Web-IT course, similar to Section 4’s Figure 4) or to software they were actually building (SE and Capstone courses; e.g., Figure 5). From these courses, we obtained 42 written responses from students as part of course activities in which they made use of inclusive design elements (data type 2: usage responses). In addition, from the Web-IT course we collected an instructor’s comments on how students were making use of the inclusive design elements.

One measure of students’ learning outcomes is the Bloom’s Taxonomy level [9] they achieve, so to assess how much the students learned from the interventions, we used Bloom’s as a codeset to analyze the students’ responses above. Bloom’s taxonomy, a framework used by educators to categorize different levels of learning, has six levels [1]. Each level requires learners to engage with a higher level of abstraction than the last. The first three levels are:

Level 1: Knowledge/Remember: Remember previously learned information. In our domain: list/name/recall attribute(s) of inclusive design elements they have been taught.

Level 2: Comprehension/Understand: Demonstrate an understanding of the facts. In our domain: express or describe something they learned from inclusive design elements.

Level 3: Application/Apply: Apply knowledge to actual situations. In our domain: use elements of inclusive design to design/build/evaluate a technology product.

Levels 4–6 are considered more advanced, ranging from Analyzing to Creating a new whole. For our case, these levels are hard to distinguish from Level 3 (applying what was learned), because applying inclusive design often necessarily involves analyzing, evaluating, and/or creating. Thus, we differentiate only Level 1 from Level 2 from Level >=3. The results are shown in Table 5. Based on this coding, the majority of students demonstrated Level >=3, indicating that most of the students in these data successfully learned to use elements of inclusive design.
Table 5: Maximum Bloom’s Level of learning some element of inclusive design, as demonstrated by 42 responses from 3 classes (1 section of each class). Total is 101% due to rounding.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level, applied to our domain</th>
<th>#</th>
<th>Example</th>
<th>Evidence of this level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No evidence of any level</td>
<td>5/42 (12%)</td>
<td>Web-IT-9a (from written feedback): “Not really important for me, so I don’t have any Question.”</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bloom’s Level 1 (Remember): Name/recall some aspect(s) of inclusive design elements.</td>
<td>7/42 (17%)</td>
<td>Cap-1 (from their team’s final report): “When it comes to inclusivity... GenderMag was still a pretty new concept / topic to us. We have a general but rough idea as to what GenderMag is and how we can incorporate it into our website.”</td>
<td>Is aware that GenderMag is about inclusivity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bloom’s Level 2 (Understand): Express or describe something they learned about inclusive design.</td>
<td>7/42 (17%)</td>
<td>Web-IT-10b (from written feedback): “It was a great... reminder that there are different learning styles...”</td>
<td>Knows that the approach’s core is a set of different styles, one of which is learning style.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bloom’s Level &gt;=3 (Apply): Use it to design/build/evaluate a product.</td>
<td>23/42 (55%)</td>
<td>SE-1 (describing how it changed their team’s product): “...We were very much &lt;oriented toward&gt; a target audience of teenagers and young adults who are very tech savvy... when reality is, there are many individuals who require different methods of learning in order to understand/navigate...”</td>
<td>An excerpt of their remarks on applying it to the analysis and redesign of their product’s features.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In addition, the Web-IT instructor gave this Bloom’s Level >=3 assessment of their students’ collective mastery of the inclusive design elements taught in that course:

Web-IT-Instructor: “… students were able to not only adopt the personas, … but use it to evaluate those websites …”

Beyond an understanding of the inclusive design concepts, students also described a shift in their own inclusivity awareness. As shown in Table 6, our qualitative coding revealed that 15 of the 23 students in SE and 4 of the 7 groups in Cap-IT reported that the concepts helped them to consider diverse users or users not like them:

SE-6 (Homework): “It was important … I wouldn’t have realized how the world is made up of different people (different ages, cultures, professions and behaviors). I would have excluded a lot if it wasn’t for GenderMag.”
Web-IT-2a (Written Feedback): “I thought it was helpful because it made me think of other peoples pov <point of view> when doing something.”
Cap-4 (Team report): “Our entire group … incorporating that with what we know about GenderMag into our website.”
Cap-3 (Team report): “… factored into the project has allowed us to unlock an insight of understanding for how different people have their own individual needs.”

Table 6: Qualitative coding results from data type 2: (usage responses). The Web-IT feedback assignment and the SE Homework assignments were completed by individual students while the Cap reports were completed by teams of 1-4 students (most students worked in teams of 4). The full code book with code descriptions can be found in the Supplemental Documents.
These changing attitudes and understandings also impacted the course itself. From the Web-IT instructor's point of view, by evaluating existing software/websites using inclusive design elements like the one in Figure 4, the students not only learned elements of inclusive design, but also gained perspectives that reinforced the “core” mission of the Web-IT course:

Web-IT-Instructor: “I was pleasantly surprised ... [what they were learning here was] also reinforcing some of their web development knowledge that I’ve been trying to impart...”

In fact, 37 of the 42 students’ remarks also indicated that they thought the inclusive design elements improved their work:

Web-IT-3a (Written Feedback): “... actually helps me use a website differently.”
SE-15 (Homework): “... putting myself in the shoes of others really helped me to understand the shortcomings of our software.”
SE-20 (Homework): “... after applying the gendermag method we realized that these assumptions could potentially be problems.”
SE-4 (Homework): “... <it provided us> an efficient way to detect these issues on our application and features so that we can come up with <fixes>”.
SE-3 (Homework): “GenderMag ... helped to improve the inclusiveness of the ... website. ... the ecommerce website relies on every gender within the population ... GenderMag was crucial in identifying even the subtle issues.”

5.2.3 Students’ inclusive design grades: As good as their other grades?

Another way to measure students’ learning of the inclusive design elements is by comparing their graded inclusive design assignments against their final course grades. Toward that end, faculty provided us final course grades and assignment grades for assignments into which they had integrated inclusive design elements (faculty’s new integrations). The grades came from 24 targeted course sections (10 in F21-intervention and 14 in S22-intervention). Because we wanted to compare the quality of students’ inclusive design work against their “usual” quality of work in that class (for which we used their final grades) we excluded any such assignments that faculty had graded using simply pass/fail. We then converted each student’s letter grades to numeric scores (i.e., A = 9, A- = 7, B+ = 6, etc.) and compared those assignment grades with students’ final course grades.

The results showed that at least 2/3 of the students—73% of the F21-intervention students and 67% of the S22-intervention students—earned at least as high a grade on their inclusive design work as they did on their final grade. This suggests that at least 2/3 of the students showed at least as good an understanding of the inclusive design elements as their understanding of the rest of the course material.

5.3 RQ3: The Education Climate

Beyond impacts on learning and success, we hypothesized there would also be positive outcomes for the education climate (i.e., climate in the courses, project teams, CS/IT majors/minors), especially for students of marginalized races/ethnicities and genders. To investigate this hypothesis, we compared baseline with post-
intervention responses to the climate questionnaire discussed in Section 3.3. We defined students’ climate ratings as the combination of responses to all Likert scale questions. To do this, we normalized the responses to each question to a 0-100 scale to account for questions with different numbers of options (because one question had 3 options, two questions had 6 options, the rest had 5 options), added these up for each participant, and normalized the total for students who had left some questions unanswered. Students who answered no questions were not considered. Given that there were 9 questions, the total rating possible was 900. We analyzed the raw totals, but also present them as a percentage of the 900 possible rating.

Post-intervention, students reported significantly improved climate ratings, with a mean increase of 31 points out of the 900 possible (from 736 to 767, i.e., 82% to 85%; Welch’s Two Sample T-Test, p=.03). In fact, students reported improvements in all areas, as shown in Figure 8. In particular, the largest improvements reported by students were in instructor ability to create an inclusive classroom environment and inclusion in teams compared to past terms. Detailed breakdowns of the responses to these two questions are shown in Figure 9 and breakdowns for all questions can be found in the Supplemental Documents.

![Figure 8: Improvements in all students' climate ratings in the targeted courses baseline vs. post-intervention, for all nine questions. N= 132 (baseline), 284 (post) Bars' labels: baseline to post-intervention climate score, with difference plotted on an x-axis with max of 100% difference. >0% = improvement. Climate ratings improved for every question.](image)

"Instructor ability to create inclusive classroom environment" N=126 (Baseline), 284 (Post)

"Compared to past CS/IT teams, in this course I felt..." N=117 (Baseline), 252 (Post)

![Figure 9: Climate comparisons: Average inclusive classroom environment climate ratings by all students in the targeted courses, SP21-base (gold) vs. post-intervention (dark green). Baseline ratings were already good, but post-intervention ratings were better.](image)
In their assignments collected for qualitative data types (1) and (2) (as per Section 3.4), students corroborated inclusiveness outcomes through feedback on the elements of inclusive design they had experienced:

Web-IT-11a: “... interesting and valuable activity ... teachers get a better understanding of how [different students] think”
Web-IT-10b: “… great way to learn about my classmate. It was a great reminder [of differences]…”
CS1-13: “…GenderMag in our class is very useful ... professors could see who their student relates to.”
CS1-11: “…it is very important to be inclusive ... GenderMag brings us so much closer to that goal…”

Intertwined with education climate is sense of belonging, which was discussed earlier for its importance to the Integrated Interest Development for Computing Education (IID/CS) framework (Section 5.1.3). Good et al. defined sense of belonging as “one’s personal belief that one is an accepted member of an academic community whose presence and contributions are valued” [34, 71]. Belongingness research shows that, without feeling like they belong, individuals’ motivation and persistence decrease, with an accompanying decrease in performance; conversely, increasing sense of belonging can increase motivation, persistence, and performance [7, 18, 92].

Since climate is intertwined with belongingness, then belongingness theory would predict that University X students’ climate ratings increases such as in Figure 8, should show accompanying increases in student performance and retention [71], which indeed they did (Section 5.1.1). IID/CS would also predict that the expansion of what and who are included in computing should increase belongingness and/or climate outcomes [70]. Thus, both IID/CS’s and belongingness theory’s predictions are consistent with these students’ outcomes.

However, for marginalized students, the climate results are more nuanced (Figure 10). Marginalized students’ ratings did increase over the baseline period, but not by a statistically significant amount—from 79% to 83% for marginalized genders and from 82% to 84% for marginalized races/ethnicities, versus 82% to 85% for all students.

![Figure 10: Improvements in marginalized students’ climate ratings in the targeted courses baseline vs. post-intervention.](image)

(Left) Marginalized genders (non-men) students. (Right) Marginalized race/ethnicity students. Baseline N = 29 (non-men), 69 (marginalized race/ethnicity); Post-intervention N = 59 (non-men), 165 (marginalized race/ethnicity).
x-axis: Same as Figure 8, with >0%=improvement. For both marginalized groups, 7/9 questions showed improvement.
The only two climate questions that decreased for marginalized students were completing the CS degree and feeling represented. These are two of the only three questions with strong dependencies on beyond-education factors (e.g., finances), and one possibility is that the improvements in climate the marginalized students noted for the other questions may have been outweighed by such factors. For example, completing a major depends in part on the beyond-education factor of spendable income, which particularly impacts marginalized genders and marginalized races/ethnicities (e.g., [97]). Feeling represented in CS depends on who students see in their classes and in computing professions, which is disproportionately low for marginalized races/ethnicities [108]. It is disproportionately low for marginalized genders as well [108], but those students’ ratings of representation increased; one possibility is that the inclusion of GenderMag was particularly impactful for students of marginalized genders feeling better represented.

For the remaining questions, the marginalized students’ climate ratings increased. Particularly notable are the magnitude of improvements in these students’ team experiences—improving by 10% for those of marginalized genders and by 8% for students of marginalized races/ethnicities. Perhaps more important, the overall improvements in climate for the marginalized students—4% for marginalized genders and 2% for marginalized races/ethnicities—were roughly the same as for all students (3%). This outcome is very encouraging and is consistent with the goal of inclusive design itself: to improve experiences not only for underserved populations, but for everyone [24].

6 DISCUSSION

6.1 Limitations

No empirical study is perfect. One reason is the inherent trade-off among the kinds of findings different types of studies can produce. Controlled lab studies can isolate controls but cannot measure real-world applicability. Field studies, including Action Research studies, can capture real-world applicability, but at the cost of not being able to isolate different variables.

In fact, Action Research is even less viable than other field studies for isolating variables. It not only tries to capture real-world applicability, but also at the same time allows the “treatment” to change, so as to not only study real-world situations, but also improve them [39, 62, 68, 93]. Thus, consistent with other Action Research investigations (e.g., [14, 74]), in our investigation the intervention varied from one course to the next and from one faculty member to the next. Each faculty member devised their own ways of implementing the integration in their own course section. Even within a single course section, interventions could vary over time, because faculty used students’ responses to finetune their intervention for that class. Given variability like this, no Action Research investigation can “prove” causation—and ours does not do so.

Also, as a real-world field study, an Action Research investigation does not control the numerous independent variables involved. Even beyond the intervention’s variability, other uncontrolled factors may have influenced the outcomes. For example, students’ grades can be influenced by a myriad of factors: a student’s mood, a faculty member providing extra support to students because of the difficult climate of the time, a faculty member grading an assignment with inclusive design elements less strictly than coding assignments, etc. Any of these factors could influence outcomes.

Another limitation of our investigation is that it took place at a single institution. It spanned one year, which yielded extensive data, but the intervention goal is to be an across-the-major integration into the four-year CS/IT curriculum, with hoped-for cumulative effects. Given the timespan of only one calendar year, we were not able to investigate how students might respond to experiencing integration over a four-year period. For example, it could turn out not to fit together in ways that appropriately build from year-to-year. Another limitation is that participant recruitment was subject to (self-)selection bias: both the faculty and the students...
who consented to participate in our investigation may have different characteristics than faculty and students who did not participate in the investigation. Also, the intervention took place at a single institution in multiple courses, with a variety of students being taught by a variety of faculty. Finally, as noted earlier, choosing which baseline period to use for comparisons was a judgment call.

To mitigate all of these limitations, we triangulated our results extensively, as discussed in Section 6.2, and the triangulation results generally supported our results' robustness against these many variations. That said, with so many limitations, we do not view our results as being generalizable beyond the particular context of our investigation, but rather as encouraging evidence of the approach's promise.

### 6.2 Triangulation: What it says about the validity of our results

As in any Action Research investigation, in the absence of controls, confounds abound in our investigation. To guard the reliability of the results despite such confounds, triangulation often plays a central role in Action Research investigations in education settings [16]. Triangulation can provide confidence in whether an investigation's measurements and interpretations of the measurements validly reflect what really happened. (In contrast, triangulation is not a way of providing confidence in the generality of results or in showing causation, as already pointed out in Section 6.1.)

As Capobianco and Feldman explain, the essence of triangulation is viewing a situation from multiple angles and perspectives to see whether they corroborate one another [16]. As they point out, one recommendation for education settings is to not only bring multiple data sources, but also involve multiple points of view: those of teachers, of students, and of observers/investigators. In line with these recommendations, we made extensive use of triangulation from both data source and point-of-view perspectives.

From the data source perspective, each RQ section of Table 7 shows how each RQ's result was cross-confirmed by multiple data sources of evidence. Details on each source of evidence and when it was collected were given in Section 3.3, particularly Figure 2. As Table 7 shows, every result was cross-confirmed in multiple ways—RQ1's outcomes (including RQ1a) were evidenced in 10 different sources of evidence, RQ2's outcome was evidenced in 3 different sources of evidence, and RQ3's outcome was evidenced in 5 different sources of evidence.

Turning to the points-of-view perspective, every data gathering method depends on different points of view. The data thus depend in part on both the actors who define the method and the actors who create data under that method. Our triangulation involved all three recommended points of view: teachers, students, and investigators, as we explain column-by-column. The grades data (“Gr" columns in Table 7) were created by the 13 teachers who taught the 44 course sections, and the IFW data (“IFW" columns) by the teachers and the 613 students who took their courses. The climate gathering questionnaire (“Q'a" column) was created by the investigators, and the resulting data came directly from the students. The submissions and instructor debriefs (“Subm"and “Debrf" columns) were contributed directly from the students and teachers, respectively, and the results we drew from them came from the observers/investigators. All results that break out marginalized groups also involve separate points of view from different subpopulations of students.

Thus, as Table 7 shows, RQ1, RQ2, and RQ3 were each supported in total from multiple data perspectives and from multiple (sub)populations' points of view.
Table 7: Results for each RQ, triangulated across multiple sources of evidence. (Comparisons against pre-Everything are detailed in the Supplemental Documents.) Gr=Grades, IFW=IFW rates, Debrf=Instructor debriefs, Q’aire=Questionnaire, Subm=Students’ submission content. Black portions are N/A for that row.
Significance annotations: ***: p< .001; **: p< .01; *: p< .05; ~: p< .1; †: raw data but not signif; √: evidence (but comparisons N/A).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RQ1 &amp; RQ1a: students' success improved:</th>
<th>Course outcomes vs. Baseline</th>
<th>Course outcomes vs. pre-Everything</th>
<th>Climate vs. Baseline</th>
<th>Inclu. design learning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All students</td>
<td>Gr  IFW</td>
<td>Gr  IFW</td>
<td>Q’aire</td>
<td>Gr  Subm  Debrf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marginalized sex (Female)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marginalized race/ethnicity</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RQ2: learned inclusive design</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All students</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RQ3 education climate improved:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All students</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td>†</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marginalized genders (Non-men)</td>
<td></td>
<td>†</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marginalized race/ethnicity</td>
<td></td>
<td>†</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6.3 Choosing the “Right” Baseline

We pointed out in Section 3.6 that choosing the baseline period for comparison with our intervention period was challenging. In fact, we posit that challenges in doing so not only arose for us and not only in this particular study, but will arise for most researchers doing CS-education field investigations involving 2020-onward data.

In 2020, CS-education climates changed dramatically. Here we focus on U.S.-based CS-education, which is our setting, but CS-education in many countries also faced similar phenomena. In pre-2020 investigations in U.S. settings, comparing a real-world intervention against a baseline was a fairly straightforward design decision: compare a year with the intervention against the year before, in the same courses with the same set of instructors. However, two categories of events beginning in 2016 rendered this formerly straightforward choice no longer straightforward.

First, in late spring of 2020, COVID suddenly appeared and exploded in the U.S., changing everyone’s lives in a matter of days. Universities (including the one in this paper) abruptly closed their physical doors, and careened into zoom-based classrooms. Students and faculty were confined to their homes. Most medical care of any sort was suddenly unavailable. Even visiting the grocery was frightening. Second, hate-based violence exploded in both frequency and in public attention—from George Floyd (2020) to Trump’s escalation of Anti-
Asian hate (2020) to the January 6 violence (early 2021) and more. Suddenly in the midst of coping with these factors, faculty and students across belief systems, cultures, races, and genders found themselves in a life populated by emotional, financial, infrastructural, and/or physical traumas.

Our investigation occurred in the 2021/22 academic year (Fall 2021-Spring 2022), when all four of these factors were still in play to varying extents (recall Table 3). In deciding what to compare against as a baseline, we had to decide between two possibilities. The first possibility was that the fairest comparison was against the “most similar” year to the intervention period, namely 2020/21 (Fall 2020-Spring 2021). The second possibility was “most normal”, namely 2019/20, under the assumption that the U.S. will soon revert to its “normal” (2019) status.

We ultimately decided on “most similar”, namely the 2020/21 year (labeled F20-base + S21-base in this paper), but also summarize throughout this paper additional comparisons against “most normal” (F19-preEverything + S20-pre(Almost)Everything) with full details in the Supplemental Documents. We have provided both of these comparisons so that we can leave it to the reader to attend to whichever comparison they believe is the most valid. Note as per Section 6.2 (RQ 1), that two of the three results that involved such comparisons are supported by both the comparisons against Baseline and the comparisons against pre-Everything.

We recommend following this strategy, allowing readers to choose for themselves, to other researchers engaged in field investigations involving 2020-onwards data, at least until new norms emerge for empirically investigating 2020-onwards education environments.

7 CONCLUDING REMARKS
This paper’s Action Research investigation, on how integrating inclusive design into a 4-year curriculum changed students’ experiences, produced results that we consider to be remarkable—because at least four factors were working against the intervention’s ability to make improvements. First, the U.S. ecosystem surrounding the endeavor was fraught with challenges to many students’ ability to thrive in educational endeavors (recall Table 3) [5, 11, 22, 32, 37, 44, 45, 48, 50, 57, 69, 73, 85, 95, 96, 104]. These challenges could easily have interfered with students’ IFWs, their grades, and their feelings of being included, especially for members of marginalized groups in CS.

Second, most of the faculty specialized in non-HCI areas of computer science, such as computer networks, internet of things, mobile computing, operating systems, database systems, and security. Yet, the elements of inclusive design they were teaching to the students was HCI content. Third, consistent with the iterative nature of Action Research, the faculty continually refined their integrations of inclusive design in a trial-and-error fashion, with the students’ experiences showing them what was working and what was not.

Fourth, in some ways the students’ successes had nowhere to go but down. University X is a primarily teaching-oriented institution, and faculty members’ reward systems are based on quality teaching. Thus, their classrooms were already fairly highly rated by the students. For example, the Baseline numbers in Figure 9 showed that 40% of the Baseline students had already rated the inclusivity environment as “Excellent”—a high bar for the intervention period to outperform.

And yet, the interventions these faculty created did outperform the baseline period, and in numerous ways. Each result adds more evidence suggesting that the results are real and robust. The intervention outperformed the baseline in not only students’ IFW rates, but also their grades. The students succeeded with the core CS content while also actually learning inclusive design skills. The intervention outperformed the
Baseline for not just marginalized students but for all students. In addition, most comparisons against pre-Everything courses yielded results consistent with comparisons against Baseline courses.

Among the findings were:

- **RQ1 (Successes and Retention):** Even though retention (measured here with IFW rates) in the targeted courses had been particularly problematic in the Baseline period—particularly with introductory courses that generally tend to have high attrition rates [6, 91]—the Post-intervention students’ IFWs from the targeted courses dropped to less than half of their previous rates, and the differences in IFW rates between targeted vs. non-targeted courses disappeared. Students’ grades in the targeted courses also improved significantly.
  - RQ1a: For marginalized students, significantly more female and racially/ethnically marginalized students earned A’s and B’s in the Post-intervention targeted courses compared to Baseline targeted courses, and IFWs also improved for both marginalized groups.

- **RQ2 (Learning Inclusive Design):** Many students who learned elements of inclusive design in their courses demonstrated new understanding and even were able to apply what they had learned to technology they were creating.

- **RQ3 (Climate):** Students’ post-intervention climate results were significantly higher than in the Baseline period; for example, students not only felt more included in the course and their teams, but also gave higher ratings to the instructor’s ability to create an inclusive learning environment.

This investigation offers encouraging evidence that, if educators choose to incorporate elements of inclusive design into most courses in a computing major, students can benefit with improved academic performance, a new-found understanding of how their software products can support diversity, and feelings of being more included in their education environments. These results suggest a powerful new pathway for significantly improving students’ experiences across CS education.
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